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The Poetry in Motion Breakthrough World Series is an international poetry
competition that celebrates the power of spoken word and its ability to
inspire and empower. The competition, which is open to poets of all levels,
is designed to provide a platform for poets to share their voices and
connect with audiences worldwide. The 2023 World Series will feature a
diverse range of poets, representing various cultures, backgrounds, and
poetic styles.

The Power of Poetry

Poetry has the unique ability to capture the beauty, complexity, and depth
of human emotion in a way that other forms of art cannot. It can give voice
to the voiceless, challenge injustices, and inspire change. The Poetry in
Motion Breakthrough World Series recognizes the transformative power of
poetry and its potential to make a positive impact on the world.

The Competition

The Poetry in Motion Breakthrough World Series is a three-round
competition. The first round is open to all poets, regardless of experience or
background. Poets are invited to submit their best original poems, which
will be judged by a panel of renowned poets and literary experts. The top
20 poems from each country will advance to the second round.

The second round will feature live performances of the top 20 poems. The
poets will perform their poems in front of a live audience and a panel of
judges. The top 10 poets from each country will advance to the third and
final round.

The third and final round will be held in a grand finale event. The top 10
poets from each country will perform their poems in front of a global



audience. The winner of the Poetry in Motion Breakthrough World Series
will be crowned the "World Champion of Poetry." The winner will receive a
cash prize and the opportunity to perform their poetry at prestigious events
worldwide.

The Impact

The Poetry in Motion Breakthrough World Series has had a significant
impact on the global poetry scene. The competition has helped to raise the
profile of spoken word poetry and has provided a platform for poets to
share their talents with the world. The competition has also helped to
promote cultural exchange and understanding by bringing together poets
from different backgrounds and cultures.

Get Involved

If you are a poet, we encourage you to participate in the Poetry in Motion
Breakthrough World Series. The competition is a great opportunity to share
your voice, connect with audiences worldwide, and make a positive impact
on the world. For more information, please visit the Poetry in Motion
website.

The Poetry in Motion Breakthrough World Series is a celebration of the
power of spoken word and its ability to inspire and empower. The
competition is an opportunity for poets to share their voices, connect with
audiences worldwide, and make a positive impact on the world. We invite
you to join us in celebrating the transformative power of poetry and to be a
part of this exciting global competition.
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